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The normal fluid density is defined through the moment of inertia of a cylinder otating about 
its axis, in the limit of infinitesimal ngular velocity. The angular momentum ay be calculated 
from the one particle Green function, and this leads to the relation between Pn and the Green 
function. 
We then consider an ensemble in which the fluid is constrained to irrotational flow. For 
statistical states which are "locally gauge invariant" we show that p,, as defined previously, is 
identical to the full density. This demonstrates the connection between superfluidity and the 
breaking of local gauge symmetry. 
Finally, we apply the result o the gas of non-interacting quasi-particles and the fully interacting 
Bose fluid in the limit of very low temperatures. In both cases we reproduce the Landau 
expression for p, in terms of the quasiparticle occupation umbers, and derive the well-known 
result for real superfluid helium that p , -  T 4 as T ~ 0. 
1. The relation between p. and G 
The normal  fluid density may be defined through the fol lowing sort of 
experiment.  We take a cyl inder of fluid and cool it to a temperature below the 
transit ion temperature.  Then the cyl inder is rotated very slowly about its axis 
with angular velocity O and the angular momentum L(O)  about this axis is 
measured.  We shall take the z-axis as the axis of rotation. We then may 
calculate the static moment  of inertia as 
I = lira 0L(O) 
According to the "two-f luid" model of a superfluid, the moment  of inertia 
defined in this way is 
I = P"Icl, (2) 
P 
where p, is the normal  fluid density and Ic~ is the classical sol id-body moment  
of inertia of a fluid with density p. 
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To calculate L(11), we must use the statistical operator 
t5(11) = Tr e-~ ~ a n (3) 
appropriate to a rotating system. In what follows we shall use the language of 
"second quantization" and express all operators in terms of the Boson field 
operators t~(x, )  and ~t(x, ~') where x is the usual spatial coordinate and T is 
the "imaginary time variable" which lies in the interval 
O~<z~<~ =(kT) i .  
In terms of the fields, the z-component of the angular momentum is 
We shall often use the notation "x"  to stand for (x, r). Since /~: is bilinear in 
the field operators, its ensemble average may be expressed in terms of the 
one-particle temperature Green function, G, defined as 
G~(x, x') = Yr[f~(11)T(~(x)~t(x'))]. (5) 
The symbol T( . . . )  indicates the time-ordered product of operators in which 
the operator at the later time stands to the left. Thus we may write 
L(11) = Tr t5(11)/~ 
= f d3x lim [x x ( - ih '~{ a_ O'~]G,~(x,x,,. (6) 
~,~+ \ 2 ]\Ox ox / j: 
The limit x' ~ x + means that r' - r ~ 0 ÷ and ensures the proper time ordering 
of the field operators. We now have for the moment of inertia 
I=~m d3x limx,-x+ xx-  2 ]\Ox O-~x')J:--f~ (x'x)" (7) 
In order to calculate the derivative of the Green function, we first differentiate 
the identity 
0 f dyG~'(x, y)Go(y, x ' ) :  0-~6(x - x ' ) :  0. (S) 011 
This then yields, after multiplying on the left by G, 
OG~ix, = - f  (9) 011 " x') dy dy'G¢~(x, "0Grjl(Y' y') G¢~(y' x') 
A useful representation f the Green function is through the Dyson equation ~) 
G '(x, x ' )=  Go,~(x, ')+ i . . - (xx  OI6(x -x ' ) -  £~(x, x'). (10) 
k o.lg / 
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Here the first two terms arise from the bilinear or kinematic part of the 
Hamiltonian. Go,o(X, x') is just the free particle Green function. The "mass- 
operator" 2n may be thought of as the collection of irreducible two-point 
insertions in the diagrammatic expansion of G. It is then clear that if we 
regard 2~ as a functional of the free Green function in the rotating ensemble, 
[ ]' Go.a(x,x') = G~,~(x ,x ' )+ ihn 'xx  ~(x-x ' )  , (11) 
it must be the same functional as 2n=0 is of the free Green function in the 
non-rotating system. That is, if we consider any diagram in coordinate space 
for G in the non-rotating case, and we replace each free Green function Go,o 
by G0.n, we obtain the corresponding diagram in the rotating case. 
We have, by (10), 
OGalof] (y' y') = ih(y × ~v)z6(y0 _ y , ) -  m(y  ,02  y,). (12) 
Y 
Once the derivative with respect o O has been performed, we are free to take 
the limit g2 ~0.  Following Blatt and Butler 2) we then relax the boundary 
conditions at the wall of the cylinder, and replace all expressions by their 
bulk, translationally invariant forms. In this case we now show that the 
derivative of 2 in (12) vanishes. We again consider ~ a functional of G0.n and 
so write 
02 f , , 62(x,x ' )  0G0,n(y, y') 
-0--~(x, x') = _ dy uy 6 ~  y') ~ (13) 
We calculate the derivative of Go,n just as in (8) and (9) and we find 
f f , .OOo,o(z,z) , , ~2(x ,x )  G " -1 , 02 dy dy' dz oz-~---7--, -,, 0ntY, Go.n(z', y') 
0I] = - ou0,n[y, y / ' z) 0g~ 
f . [ =- ih  dydy 'uz  . . . .  u0atY, Z) z× 0.a(z,y'), (14) o0.aty, y ) ' 
where we have used (11) and performed the z' integration. 
If we now let O ~ 0 and assert ranslational invariance, we observe that (14) 
vanishes, since the free Green function and variational derivative of £ with 
respect to the free Green function are functions of the difference of their 
arguments only. 
For the case in which the system is Bose-condensed, these results must be 
modified slightly. There now appear "anomolous Green functions" defined 
as 3) 
G,z(x, x') = (T(~(x)~(x')))  and Gzl(x, x') = (T(~Of(x)~f(x'))). (15) 
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The most convenient notation is to define the 2 × 2 matrix of Green functions. 
[G](x,x') = [G(x,x') Glz(x,x')] 
[G=l(x,x') G(x',x)J" 
In this new notation (6) becomes 
L(O)  d3x lim x x 
(16) 
3~)] [G~]~(x, x') (6') 
and all subsequent equations are to be regarded as matrix equations. Wherever 
an integration over a common coordinate occurs a sum over matrix indices is 
also understood. 
By (10) and (16), we have 
~ lim Oa-~ (y' ~0 Y ' )= I  ih (yx  
0 - ih (y×~y)  8(y -y ' )  
(17) 
Inserting these results into (7) and (9) we find, after some algebra, for the 
general Bose condensed system 
f h2 1 E "lkl[G,~(k,,oO-G~=(k,~on)]. (18) I= d3x(x=+y2) TTgT•pv i~,, 2 2 
k,oJ n 
The geometric factor in (18) is 
f d3x(x2+ f )  = I~, (19) 
P 
which by (2) leads to the desired result 
On - 3 ¢lV k."d • [G~(k, w.) - Gi2(k, wn)llk]-. (20) 
• n 
2. Local Gauge symmetry and superfluidity 
Above the h-point we must have pn = p, and we now demonstrate under 
what circumstances this equality holds. We consider a new ensemble in which 
the fluid is constrained to irrotational flow. The Hamiltonian is 
flu = I21o- f d3xu(x) " J(x), (21) 
where u(x) is a given vector field and V× u = 0. ](x)  is the local current 
density which is, in terms of the Boson fields, 
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= - ~[~t(x)Vtp(x) - V~bt(x)tk(x)]. (22) J(x) 
If we take for/210 the usual form 
f d3x2~Vtp*. V~- / ,~t t~ + V, (23) /:/0=
with V a real functional of t~" and d only, it is easily verified that under a 
local gauge transformation 
x 
~(x) - -exp{~ d/ .  u(x)}~(x)  (24, 
we find 
Jo--, Ho- f d'x21u(x)l%"r(x)4,(x). (25) 
We see, therefore, that the only effect of the new term is to add space 
variation to the chemical potential, and we conclude that 
(J(x))u = (p(x))uu(x), tx = t*o + 2 lu(x)12" (26) 
If we calculate the variational derivative of (26) with respect o u and take the 
limit u-+0, we have, since (p)u is a function of lul 2 only, 
8(J,(x))o lim 8ijS(x - x')(p(x))~=o. (27) u~o 8u~(x) 
Integrating over x' and taking the trace of this tensor equation we have 
f a(J,(x)£ 1Tr l im d3x ' - (p(x)). (28) 
3 u~o 8uj(x') 
Just as with the angular momentum, we may calculate the ensemble average 
of the current density from the one-particle Green function. The procedure is 
exactly parallel to the calculation of the moment of inertia with the external 
vector field u playing the role of ~2 × r. Not surprisingly, we find for the 
left-hand side of (28) exactly the expression (20) for Pn, for the case in which 
there is no Bose condensation, and we therefore conclude that 
Pn = P (29) 
for systems described by the statistical operator (23). 
The obvious example of a statistical operator for which this is not true is 
the "Bogoliubov Hamiltonian" in which the zero-momentum component of 
the fields is treated as a c-number, and therefore does not participate in the 
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gauge transformation. More generally, we may conclude that any statistical 
operator with the "local gauge symmetry"  we have described represents a 
"normal"  state, and it is the breaking of this local gauge symmetry  which sets 
the stage for superfluidity. 
3. Applications of the result 
We consider first a gas of non-interacting quasiparticles for which the 
Green function is 
1 
G(k, ~on)- i~oo- E(k)" (30) 
where E(k)  is the quasiparticle excitation energy. In this case there are no 
anomalous Green functions, and we have in (20) 
h 2 I 1 2 e ~'°o" ]k[~ (31) 
pII -- 3 V ~ /3 ,o n [ io . -  E(k)] ~- 
The f requency sum may be transformed into an integral over the complex 
variable z by the use of the meromorphic  function M(z) ,  
e~: (32) 
M(z) -  e~:_  1" 
We have 
1~ e i'°"* 1 ~ dzM(z  1 
/3 O~o [i~on- E(k)] 2 - 2rri a )[z - E(k)] 2" (33) 
~r 
The contour 3, encircles the imaginary axis, and we observe that the poles of 
M occur at the Matsubara frequences with the proper residue to reproduce 
the sum (31). We may now deform the contour 3' to encircle the second order 
pole at z = E(k)  and this yields the wel l -known result, with n(E)  = (e °~-  1) 
fi 2 1 3n , 
due to LandauS). For the ideal Bose gas, E(k )= fi2k2/2m, and we find the 
result of Blatt and Butler 
pn = m(n - no), (35) 
where n0 is the density of particles in the zero-momentum state. 
Finally, we consider the interacting Bose fluid in the limit of very low 
temperatures.  In this case we must use the matrix of Green functions 
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introduced previously, which are given by 6) 
Gll(k, i~o.) = - i~o.+ ~k - IX + S - A 
D(k ,  iCOn) ' 
G~2(k, iron) -- .ErE(k, ito.) D(k, ito.) ' (36) 
where 
D(k, iron) = (ko. -  A) 2-  (~k - IX + S) 2+ .~2, 
A(k ,  ito.) = ½12~ll(k, ito.) - ~l l(k,  -irOn)], (37) 
S(k, ito.) = ~[2~N(k, i~o~) +2~ll(k, -ito.)]. 
At very low temperatures we expect that the poles of G at Iow energy to 
determine the normal density. We therefore expand the Green functions 
about the origin in frequencies, which yields 
1 [ U2(k) V~(k) ], 
Gll(k'it°n)= (1-ivjLi--d~--Zo i~-+ZoJ 
1 U(k)V(k)[ito 1 G~2(k, io~. ) -1 - iv  -Zo icolzo] ' (38) 
where 
aA 
iv = ~ (k, 0), 
zo = (1 - i3,)-lE(k), 
E2(k) = (ek -- Ix + S(k, 0)) 2 - ~2  (k, 0) 
and 
U2(k) = l i ck -  IX + S(k,O)+ E(k)], 
E(k) 
V2(k ) = ~[ek - Ix + S(k, O)- E(k ) ] 
- " E (k )  " (39) 
Except for the factor (1 -  iv), these have exactly the structure of the Green 
functions in the Bogoliubov approximationT). 
The coefficient % which is related to the phonon lifetime, vanishes as 
T ~ 0 s) and [k[-~0, and therefore leads to higher-order corrections in T to the 
normal density. We may again perform the sum over frequencies with the 
same meromorphic function M(z), and we again find 
=h21~,k ,2 ( -~E ). (40) P" 3 V~ff 
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For  small k, where the integral is large, E (k)  = hkc~ where c~ is the speed of 
sound. We then find the wel l -known result  
2~:  4 pn = ~(kT) .  (41) 
This result  has also been obta ined by Kehr  9) in a calculat ion similar to this 
one in spir it  but  which does not reveal  so c lear ly  the microscop ic  basis of the 
Landau quasipart ic le  model.  Exper imenta l ly  one finds that (41) holds at 
temperatures  be low 1 mK. 
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